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Health Resource Program Teaches Condom Sense

Havah Bernstein & Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

HEALTH RESCOURCE | Condoms are held in rainbow drawers in each resource
room. Students can take their pic of the available internal, external, and flavored condoms.

By MAYA RADER
Starting on February 14th, students can go to Ms. Heather Nordstrom
(10th grade ELA teacher), Mr. Spielberg
(Health and P.E.teacher) and Ms. Schaffzin
(college and guidance counselor) for information about sexual health. These advisors

are licensed to give students information,
condoms and demonstrations to support
sexual health.
Leading up to the Health Resource Room’s launch, the three advisors
attended a seminar on teen sexual health.
At the seminar, they learned about teen
pregnancy and STI statistics. They also

met with other health educators from all
over the city.
Spielberg commented, “I think
it’s a great tool for students to have.”
The NYCDOE requires at least
one male and one female health resource
advisor per school, available for a total of
10 periods per week. Ms. Heather wanted to become a resource in addition to
Schaffzin and Spielberg because LGBTQ+
students face unique challenges that she, as
someone who identifies with the LGBTQ+
community, could help with. Ms. Heather explained, “LGBTQ+ students need
so much support ... and often don’t know
where to go for help.”
A couple of weeks ago, posters
were hung up spreading the news about the
new program. Parents aren’t notified if students seek help from the health resources
room; everything is confidential. Parents
can opt students out of receiving condoms,
but not from demonstrations or information about resources. Advisors can also
refer students to community centers where
they can receive condoms and additional
information about sexual health without
parental consent.
Ms. Heather is excited that pamphlets and other information are available
to students as part of the program. She

SEE PAGE 4

Now, Everyone Has A Place to Pee
By: RALPH MAKOMBO

On January 1st, Clinton
changed all of its single-stall bathrooms
to all-gender restrooms. Mayor Bill de
Blasio helped approve an all-gender
bill in June 2016, which guaranteed all
single occupant bathrooms to become
gender neutral. At the beginning of the
2016-2017 school year, all New York
City schools introduced gender neutral
bathrooms to their facilities. Transgender students were also newly welcomed
to enter the single-stall bathroom they
identify with. Some gender-neutral
bathrooms can be found in the lobby of
the school and the cafeteria on the second floor.
Ninth grader Oscar O’Neill believes that, “All-gender bathrooms are
really cool. I think it would be nice to
have a bathroom where people can feel
comfortable.”
The all-gender bathroom initiative is not one that is enforced by all
New York City schools, but thanks to
the efforts of the Gender Sexuality Alliance (GSA), plaques were immediately instituted inviting any student into
bathrooms formerly suited for only one
gender.

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff
ALL-GENDER BATHROOMS | All-gender bathrooms can be found throughout the school.
Ruby Najjar, tenth grader and
member of the GSA, stated, “Some
people don’t feel safe going into a
room only for ‘girls’ or ‘boys’. Safety
and quality is what we strive for.”
The GSA has been around since

the formation of the upper grades, and
has made many efforts to help members
and allies of the LGBTQ+ community
feel comfortable.
Anyone is welcome to join the
GSA club Thursdays during lunch.
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Pie A Teacher For A Good Cause!

Upper grades students perfomed their
first-ever musical on February 10th and
11th. Pictures included!

Pie-facing a teacher can be a great way to
relieve homework stress. Middle studens
got to find that out for themselves in a
fundraiser a few weeks ago.
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Clinton Has More Bullying Than It
Seems
Words can hurt too. Students need to
realize the effect of their words and stop
name-calling.

Word on the Street

“What did you do for Valentine’s Day
this year?”

William Rozario
Tenth grader

“Does binge-watching Stranger Things
count?”
Nez Formichella
Tenth grader

“I sold overpriced
candy to really cheap
students.”
Bobbi Kurens
Eighth grader

“I watched T.V. and
ate sushi.”

New Elective Courses
By: ALEX ROSADO, NINA
SCHATELL, MINA COLLADO
In the second semester of this school
year, most upper grades students switched
their elective (Triple E) courses. Students
previously taking physics as an elective
and who have not opted out continue taking
physics, as are students who are using their
elective period to make up credits, such as
students in U.S. history, to prepare to take
the Regents exam. The electives offered in
this coming semester include Philosophy,
Film, Homework Help, Restorative Justice
Circle, and International Studies.
Many students question the impact their current Triple E will have on
them in the future. Students who are concerned about whether they will be prepared
for living as adults will be excited to find
out that in second semester, students in
most Triple E’s will take a break from their
normal elective class to take a “life skills”
course meant to help prepare students for
the future.
In this class, students learn skills
such as how to craft job applications, interview and write resumes. Students will
also be learning how to use TurnItIn, an anti-plagiarism program meant to encourage
students to write better. Students also take
this time to track their academic progress to
help them have a clearer understanding of
how many credits are required for graduation.

SEE PAGE 4
OPINIONS, PAGE 6
Clinton Must Go Green
Clinton tries to help us succeed in the future
with rigorous academics and a nurturing environment. But we can never succeed if there is
no world waiting for us when we grow up. We
must protect the Earth and go green.
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Middle Schoolers Dance The Night Away This Valentine’s Day
Pictures by: CARLOS CHIOSSONE // parent
On February 3rd, the middle
grades celebrated Valentine’s Day with the
annual Valentine’s dance. Students arrived
at 7:00 and were met with Valentine’s Daythemed decorations, snacks and a photo
booth. A D.J. played the latest hits while
students danced on the gym floor.
A table boasted treats like candy,
chips and baked goods.
The dance wrapped up at 9:00
p.m. When the lights came on and the music stopped, students began to chant, “one
more song!” Their wish was fulfilled, and
one more song was played before the last
middle school dance of the year came to a
close.
A dance for the upper grades will
take place in late March. A student committee is currently being assembled to plan it.
To join, contact Sasha Pettus in class 10C.

Pie A Teacher For A Good Cause!

By: VIOLA HSIA

By: HAVAH BERNSTEIN
Middle school students were
given the rare opportunity to throw
pies at their teachers’ faces on Friday,
January 27. The cafeteria was crowded
with cheering students forming a circle
around their teachers. The teachers were
dressed in protective goggles and plastic
wrap to keep their faces and clothing safe
from the whipped cream pies.
The event was coordinated by
Clinton’s chapter of the National Junior
Honor Society (NJHS) and was a fundraiser for the The United Nations Syrian
Refugees. Each throw was five dollars,
and NJHS ended up collecting a little
over $500 total.
Mr. Snyder, the NJHS advisor
and middle school history teacher, described another fundraiser that the club
had put together in the past. “We raised
around $120 from the flash mob. The
group spent two weeks organizing choreography, and kept it a secret to surprise
the grade. People were eating lunch and
Britney Spears started playing.”
The organization has a goal of
raising $1,000 for the Syrian refugees.
They plan to continue earning through
more fundraisers like candy grams for
Valentine’s Day. Everyone will have the
chance to purchase a small heart candy for
a friend, peer, or significant other. Students
can add a personalized note and choose to
sign their name or leave it anonymous.
Snyder added, “After candygrams
we will be doing something similar. We

Upcoming LG Productions Take Centerstage

Gabrielle Khan-Chiossone // Parent

PIE TEACHERS | Students smashed pies
into their teacher’s faces. There’s no better
way to relieve homework stress.
will distribute smarties instead of heart
candies to send a motivating message to
give you some encouragement to tackle
those state tests, and not get too worried or
stressed out.”
Next year, NJHS will be inviting
a new cohort of academically driven students who want to contribute to making society a better place. With the new addition
of students, the club will vote on a different
organization to raise money for.

The annual middle grades
Shakespeare play and musical have been
announced, much to the excitement of
the student body. This year, they will
perform the Shakespeare play As You
Like It and the musical 1776 (written by
Peter Stone).
As You Like It is a comedy that
tells the story of two princesses who run
away together to the forest of Arden, one
dressed as a boy, the other dressed as a
simple peasant woman. “I think it’s a
good play for our school because there
are female lead parts which are compelling and interesting,” said eighth grader
Stella Feldchuch.
Morgan Greer, Clinton’s Manhattan Youth Afterschool Director, said
the plays were chosen based on what was
going on in the world and the situations
many students were in. “Something that
we saw come up a lot here specifically
is a lot of questions about identity, gender, sexuality, and . . . As You Like It explores that between the gender-bending
and gender roles,” stated Greer. Allison
Talis, the director of As You Like It, directed the same play at Baruch earlier
this year.
Though the decision was generally well received, it was not some
students’ first choice. “I would have
chosen Hamlet because I like swords
and death,” Eighth grader Wyatt Shue
said. Some students, like seventh grader Emma Chenard, wanted to perform

Twelfth Night, another musical that defies traditional gender roles.
Many students are also very excited about the musical 1776. It is about
the writing and signing of the Declaration of Independence. “This year was
unprecedented in terms of the politics,
and ... we were thinking about how we
can pick something that is going to be
relevant to your lives. Right now, everyone is trying to figure out what’s happening politically, so we chose a political drama to kind of go with that,” Greer
explained.
Some students think this is an
interesting choice, since the musical itself does not have a lot of female lead
characters. “I mean, I just think that all
of the lead roles are for guys, but this
is a 70 percent girl school, so it doesn’t
really make sense to me,” Feldchuch
commented. Chenard also agreed with
Feldchuch, stating that it was an odd
choice, considering that Clinton is a female majority school. Besides this, students are still looking forward to doing
the musical.
When asked what they would
choose for the musical, there were many
opinions. Some of these were the shows
13, Grease, Annie, Wicked, and (yes, this
is an actual musical) The Hobbit. As rehearsals start for the shows, students are
eager to perform them later in the year.
“We have so much talent here
that we want to showcase,” Greer said,
“I think it’s a great opportunity to get a
lot of people as leads this year.”

Clinton May Have Lost The Game, But Never Our Spirit
By: GENESIS FERMIN

Genesis Fermin// Clinton Post staff

UG BASKETBALL | Hawks lose after a close game with St. Martin de Porres School.

Despite all of the determination on the Hawk’s part, Clinton
unfortunately lost their game.
On January 10, the Clinton
Hawks basketball team faced off
against St. Martin De Porres High
School in a home game.
According to Brandon Travin, a 10th grader and player on the
Clinton Hawks, “What we are building is something bigger. We have
to get mentally tough. That’s what
builds a good team.” For Travin, the
purpose of the games was not only to
win, but to create a team that would
perform better in the future. Despite
the fact that the Hawks have yet to

win a game, their spirit shows that
they are building a stronger foundation for their team. Travin emphasized that when he remarked, “this
year is all about learning and getting
better. These losses don’t mean anything: we’re getting ready for next
year.”

“These losses don’t mean
anything. We’re getting
ready for next year.”
A student who has attended
several of the Hawks home games
said, “Watching them play every
time, you can see that the Clinton
basketball family is getting stronger.”
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New Ninth Grade Reps Welcomed to UG Student Council
By: MAYA RADER

Veronica Habacker (left) and
Karen Tineo (right) were recently elected to the upper grades student council as
ninth grade representatives. They will join
the rest of student council and help plan
events, come up with new ideas, and make
Clinton “better all the time.”
Tineo said she decided to run for
the position because, “I have a lot of ideas
on how to help Clinton improve.” She added, “I want every student to be heard in the
school.”
Habacker agreed with Tineo on
giving students a voice. She explained, “I
know that ninth graders don’t have much
of a say in the school.” She hopes to change
this in office.
The student council is currently
organizing their calendar for events held
later this year, such as a school dance and
Six Flags field trip.
All student council positions’
terms end at the end of the year. A reelection will be held in June.

Everything Is Rent! First UG Musical Takes the Stage
By: PAOLA SUAREZ
Pictures by: CARLOS CHIOSSONE
Rent, Clinton’s first upper grades
musical, hit the stage this weekend. The
musical’s attendance was record-breaking
with 250 audience members on opening
night alone. The Rent cast and crew members have been working since September to
put the musical together.
Daniela Rutkowska, tenth grader
and assistant director of the Rent musical,
said her favorite part of the Rent process
was, “not only the final performance but
how close I got to certain people and how
many new friends I made along the way.”
The musical also encouraged inter-grade friendships. Cast member Alissa
Barr (grade 10) commented, “I really did
become good friends with some of the
ninth graders. It was a good way for the
tenth and ninth to mix since we usually do
not interact.”
The rehearsal process was grueling. Cast member Ruby Najjar said, “The
rehearsals varied. Sometimes they went by
fast and sometimes I felt I was aging.”
Najjar concluded that it was
the audience that kept her going. She explained, “To know that we had 200 people
that had faith and support in us makes me
sure that next production we will work
harder for Clinton’s future audience.”
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Tenth Grade Visits Cooper Hewitt Museum of Design

By: MAYA RADER

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

COOPER HEWITT | Left: Students craft their own model train cars equipped with
added functions to help the New York community. Right: Students gather around a tour
guide discussing aspects of the museum.

Health Resource
Program Teaches
Condom Sense

On January 17th, tenth graders took
the Subway to the upper East side on a field
trip to the Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum. Students left after lunch and
arrived back at school at the end of the day.
At the museum, students learned
about the impact of design on a community
through a collaborative workshop. Students
worked in groups with materials such as paper, tape and popsicle sticks to create a model
train car with an alteration that in some way
benefits the New York City community.
After the workshop, students were
led by a tour guide through the museum.

George Weathers III, a tenth grader,
said after the trip, “I thought it was interesting
to see how design causes people to think and
how certain design can cause you and compel
you to look at something in a certain way and
do something a certain way.”
Ms. Heather Nordstrom, an organizer of the trip, explained, “We want you
all to be able to connect what we’re doing
in class with the world outside because it
doesn’t make sense to do stuff in isolation.”
She added, “We live in the most
amazing city in the world and there are a
lot of resources for learning in different
ways, not just sitting at a desk.”

New Elective Courses In Clinton Upper Grades

FROM PAGE 1
commented, “I think most of the way
people talk about sex is from a heteronormative perspective, and it’s different for LGBTQ+ people.” This program
may help students become more informed about their sexual health.
In an interview, Ms. Schaffzin, a Health Resource Expert, excitedly
presented a wooden block used for condom demonstrations. Ms. Heather commented, “Ms. Schaffzin is great. She’s
so easy to talk to, which is why she’s a
guidance counselor.”
Jay Garcia, a tenth grader, remarked on the importance of a health
resources room, “Not all people are
taught everything they need to know, so
I think it is helpful for people who don’t
know.”
February 14th is known to most
as Valentine’s Day, but it also marks
National Condom Day. To honor the
holiday, the three health resource advisors wore T-shirts sporting the words,
“use condom sense.” During the upper
grades’ elective period, they went into
each class to give a presentation about
the new program.
Upon hearing that students
can receive condoms from the Health
Resources Room, one sexually active
upper grades student exclaimed, “And
you can just take one? Oh, litty!” The
student elaborated that it seemed less
awkward than buying one from the drug
store.
In an interview, Nordstrom explained that the program’s main focus
is making sure students are informed.
On the function of the health resources
room, Ms. Heather noted, “I’m not here
to tell kids what to do, I’m here to make
resources available so that you all are
making safe and healthy choices.”

Ms. Heather Nordstrom // Clinton Post Advisor

TRIPLE E | Students discuss different issues in the Restorative Circle Triple E run by Ms. Heather Nordstrom.
FROM PAGE 1
Students will also continue to use
RaiseMe, an online program that helps
keep track of accomplishments and find
college scholarships.
During this period of “life skills,” some
teachers also provide lessons on study
skills.
Following this course, students
will start their elective classes. It is expected that in the coming years, 9th and 10th
grade students will be starting this period
of life skills in the first term instead of the
second.
Though the classes are called
“Triple E’s,” short for Educational Enrichment Elective, students don’t actually elect

to take their given course. Aside from the
physics and Restorative Circles Triple E’s,
which students choose to be in, students
are placed in their elective course by the
Clinton administration.
Students seem to have similar opinions on whether they should be
able to choose their electives. Shannon
Coyle, grade 10, takes philosophy with
Mr. Lakhaney. She enjoys this elective because, as she said, “...you talk about stuff
you won’t usually talk about, with people
you usually wouldn’t talk with.” However,
she explained that, “As high school students, we should be able to pick our electives. Triple E is a break from a stressful
work period. It’s not a core class. If there’s
anything we get to choose, it’s electives.”
Similarly, Ynez Formichella, grade 10, ex-

plains “It is important for students take and
choose electives so they can discover and
focus on the things they are interested in.”
Teachers and staff members share
these thoughts. Ms. Schaffzin, upper
grades college and guidance counselor,
explained, “I think the purpose of an elective is to go into a little more deeper study.
Some students take electives just to have
more time to get work done and to get support, so some people get that. Some want to
go deeper into their studies. There will be
academic support electives, and then there
will be exploring … other interests that we
don’t offer in our core curriculum.” Ms.
Hamlani commented that she likes “teaching an elective because it allows me to go
more in depth about topics I enjoy learning
with students that have the same interests.”
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Students Who Failed First Semester Must Attend Summer School
By: MAYA RADER
A couple of weeks ago, Clinton
high schoolers were handed their first semester report cards. If students looked
down at that fateful slip of paper and found
failing grades, they will have to attend summer school.
Students who received grades less
than 65 percent in a non-elective class must
attend summer school Monday to Friday
from July Fifth to August 15th. If students
failed courses like Spanish Culture, Digital
Photography or EEE classes, they do not
have to go to summer school because these
classes count as electives.
Last year, students only had to attend summer school if they failed the second semester. This system was leftover from
the Clinton middle grades, which only require
passing the second semester to avoid summer
school. However, all other high schools in the
city require that students pass both semesters.
Ms. Tracy Schaffzin, upper grades
guidance and college counselor, voiced her
views on why so many students failed this

term. She hypothesized, “I think that many
people didn’t really do anything, and they got
in a hole.” By the end of the term, many students had missing assignments that brought
their grades down. Schaffzin also cited chemistry tests where students did poorly. She said,
“One third of the questions on the chemistry
midterm were the exact same as previous tests.
Why do people get them wrong?”
Ms. Amanda Bauman, chemistry
teacher, recommended that students, “Advocate for yourself, study hard and learn from
your mistakes.”
Ms. Schaffzin is optimistic about the
coming semester. She noted that the workload
ramped up in tenth grade, and it may have
been a bit of a shock for students. “People
know what it’s like now,” she explained.
Ms. Schaffzin reasoned that students did not fail because the work was
too difficult, but because students didn’t
do the necessary work. She advised that
in the coming semester students should,
“decide if you’re going to be a student or
not be a student. And, it’s really up to
you.”

Ninth Graders Reflect on Semester One
By: AOIFE SCHMITT
The first semester of freshman
year is over, and many ninth graders have
mixed feelings on their experience. Some
new ninth grade students at Clinton feel as
though they have met many new people.
The work is a lot harder than what they had
to do in middle school.
Since Clinton’s upper grades only has two
grades so far, it is very small and tightknit, so some students in ninth grade feel
as though they became closer with more
people.
Mariengis Perez, a ninth grader,
said one of her favorite aspects of Clinton
was making close friends. She stated, “My
favorite things have been just like meeting
new people and being in a school that I feel
comfortable in.”
Some ninth graders were afraid
that since so many students continued
from the Clinton middle school, it would
be harder to make friends. Throughout the

three years in middle school, people create a close bond and sometimes may be
hesitant to add new people in their friend
circle. Isabella Flamm said that at her time
at Clinton she found independence that she
didn’t know she had, “new independence I
think” she said. While others loved the fact
that they found many close friends.
The one thing that people thought
was challenging was schoolwork. However, as time when on, it was easier to handle and people started to understand how
to manage their time. Gianna Carrasquillo
said that the first semester was difficult, especially academically. “It’s been rough and
like just trying where I am supposed to go
academically.” Since high school is a big
change from middle school, there are a lot
of differences academically.
Like said before, Clinton is
a small school so it is easier not to get
overwhelmed with the crowd, but students are still challenged a lot with their
schoolwork.

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

Getting From Clinton to College

Havah Bernstein // Clinton Post staff
COLLEGE | Students have been taking steps since the beginning of high school to prepare for
collage applications.

By: HAVAH BERNSTEIN

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

FIRST SEMESTER | Ninth graders get their books from their lockers before heading to
their afternoon classes.

Students know that Clinton is
a developing school, and that there are
growing pains. For the most part, however,
the fact that Clinton is a small, developing
school gives students the upper hand when
applying to colleges because they get more
individual attention. The only thing keeping students from success is not taking advantage of the opportunities offered.
Clinton’s small size defines its atmosphere. Students walk down the hall and
receive personal greetings from teachers
and staff members. This is the foundation
for strong student-teacher relationships
that build good college recommendations
and mentors throughout the application
process.
Ms. Tracy Schaffzin, Clinton’s
College and Guidance Counselor, explained, “Next year is when the process
really starts. We’re going to have to have
a lot of individual conversations with you
and your family.”
Because Clinton is a smaller
school, Schaffzin is able to get to know
students and their families well. Since
Clinton has only two grades at the moment, Schaffzin can give her attention to
underclassmen, instead of just the juniors
and seniors who are usually in the heat
of college applications. Clinton students
now get attention for every year of high
school.
To facilitate this transition to
college, Clinton uses Naviance, an online

college preparedness tool to help students
with the college search and application
process. The Clinton Parents Association
bought it on behalf of the student body.
Schaffzin explained, “We decided to introduce it to our ninth and tenth
graders so they can get to know it as sort
of a self-exploration tool. But it will be instrumental when we apply to colleges because that’s how we link all of our data to
the common application.” Since students
are able to add personal information and
academic data early, the actual application
process in Junior and Senior year won’t be
as stressful.
This support is continued through
scholarship help with the program RaiseMe.
RaiseMe allows students to add to their
list of achievements throughout their high
school career and get micro-scholarships
from participating colleges based on those
achievements.
While Clinton has many strengths
in preparing students for college, Timeah
Cadell, a tenth grader, complained that
teachers aren’t successfully reaching out to
students and giving them enough information about a lot of aspects of the college
application process. She spoke specifically
about standardized testing and application
essays.
Schaffzin, however, has a clear
plan for standardized tests and essays.
Stanley Kaplan will distribute information
about standardized tests, followed by free
diagnostics, discounted test prep, and final
exams being offered.
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Boycott SeaWorld And Join The Fight Against Animal Cruelty
BY: ROSE MCCOY

Rose McCoy is a writer for the Clinton
Post and leader of SeTA animal rights club.
In 1983, a pod of orcas was being hunted off the coast of Iceland. A baby,
Tilikum, was sent to Sealand of the Pacific
where he was trained using cruel practices
such as food deprivation. He was kept for
long counts of hours (when the park was
closed) in a concrete cell hardly bigger than
himself that was completely dark with no
window of light.
Pods have unique cultures and dialects, but the whales were incapable of communicating. The females were bigger and
more experienced than Tilikum. When he
made mistakes, food was withheld from all
of them. The females would become agitated and attack Tilikum. “Raking” is common
among orcas in captivity. Orcas will drag
their teeth along another whale causing long,
bloody cuts. Tilikum was raked repeatedly.
The whales performed in shows,
got locked in their cells, performed, were
locked in, etc.. One day, however, a girl

studying marine biology who worked parttime at Sealand had an encounter with Tilikum that ended her life. He dragged her
under the water, not allowing her to surface.
The newspaper’s account of her death was
that she slipped and drowned. It would seem
clear that Tilikum should have been removed
from an environment like this where he was
suffering and posing a threat to trainers and
visitors. But no. When Sealand closed, SeaWorld bought Tilikum and did not warn
their trainers of the whale’s history. They
bred Tilikum like crazy. He sired 21 calves
(only 11 of whom are still alive) and eventually 51 percent of orcas at Seaworld had
Tilikum’s genes. It is irresponsible to breed
an animal with aggression for fear that their
offspring will have similar tendencies.
Then came the story even SeaWorld couldn’t hide from. Dawn Brancheau, the
most experienced of trainers, was going
over a post-show routine with Tilikum. He
pulled her under the water and killed her.
Even this death was not enough for SeaWorld to remove Tilikum from shows.
Only one death could lead them to stop forcing him to perform. Last month, that death

Clinton Has More Bullying Than It Seems
By: HAVAH BERNSTEIN
Havah Bernstein (grade 10) is co-editor
in chief of the Clinton Post and a class
representative on the student council.
Bullying exists in various forms.
We’re used to bullying being associated
with violence and obvious aggression,
but no matter how it’s done, if one person
makes another feel bad about themselves,
it’s is bullying.
High schoolers use insults as a
way to bond. Students call their friends
names as a sign of friendship. It means the
person is comfortable enough around their
friend to insult them. This abundance of
negativity, however, does more harm than
good.
First, there was a wall of kindness posted for No-Name Calling Week
in January. A blank poster and markers
were hung on a wall, where students could
write kind messages. Ms. Ehrlich explained, “Some people wrote some really
beautiful things, and some people wrote
some negative or inappropriate things.”
When asked why this happened,
Ms. Ehrlich posited, “When you give
teenagers markers and no surveillance,
it’s kind of tempting to be provocative and
watch your friends react.”
While it may be entertaining to
add negative messages to the wall of kindness, the outcome isn’t as funny or harmless
for other readers. Zoe Friedman in class 10B
shared, “It was just supposed to promote a
positive message, and some people took advantage of it.”
This wall doesn’t necessarily mean
that Clinton students interact in a negative
way in general, but it does capture the fact
that negativity exists at Clinton. When students jokingly add negative messages to a
wall of kindness, they are promoting that
negativity as a whole. It doesn’t seem significant to the person scribbling on the board
with a marker, but it does to the other individuals who rely on school to be a safe place.
Students also have become too
comfortable with words that ultimately slutshame. Ehrlich explains that she hears students use offensive terms when describing
another students’ social behavior.
While students are using these
words without intending to promote their existence, they are consequently making themselves, and those listening, comfortable with

these words. Normalizing these terms will
promote name-calling.
This theme of jokingly insulting
others continues in classes. Sophomores are
divided into 10A, 10B, and 10C.
Friedman commented, “When we
get our new classes, there is a ‘smart class’,
a ‘dumb class’, and a ‘regular class.’” People
often call the class where students recieve instructional modification the “dumb” class.
Ehrlich noted, “I’ve been hearing
people call 10B the ‘dumb class,’ which
is definitely name-calling. Calling anyone
‘dumb’ is really unfair and can really hurt
your self-esteem. Labeling a whole class as
‘dumb’ can be hurtful to the class culture and
then the school culture.”
Students call certain classes smart
or stupid without evaluating what the effect
of doing that might be. By associating a class
with students who receive instructional modification with being dumb, people start associating special education with being dumb,
which is completely inaccurate. Everyone’s
brains work and learn differently, but these
differences don’t indicate intelligence.
Some people may argue that students don’t intend to offend their peers, so
it’s innocent. Jennifer Lasherpa, a student in
10A, said, “Using ‘sped’ [a derogatory term
short for special education] as a word for stupid isn’t harmful as long as they know it’s not
meant towards them.”
This is not accurate. Using terms
like this, even when it isn’t aimed at any specific person, can make people feel bad about
themselves.
Aside from the hurtfulness of using the term ‘sped,’ simply using the word
‘them’ to describe a group of students creates
a dangerous divide. Students in 10B notice
that others are labeling them as dumb. Friedman explained, “It’s hurtful to hear that about
yourself.”
Instead of insensitivity and knocking
each other down, Clinton students
should work to create a positive environment. We need to be conscious of
the fact that joking can be dangerous.
Instead of teasing a friend for being
“stupid” or “slutty,” try complimenting them. Clinton is filled with students who care about each other. We
need to start expressing that, instead
of making students feel like they’re
being judged or excluded. The school
will become a far more open, kind environment.

came. Tilikum died on January 6, 2017 at
age 35. In the wild, male orcas usually live
to be in their sixties while females often
make it to 100. For PR’s sake, SeaWorld often says whales only make it to be in their
20s in the wild to prevent the obvious question of why their orcas die so prematurely.
SeaWorld has been a destination for kids for a
long while. It is declining in that role, but not
fast enough. When asked if Clinton students
would go to SeaWorld, there was a mix of
answers. Some said yes, many said no. Often
those who had no desire to go back had been
there already. Mia Najd of the tenth grade said
,“I have been when I was younger. It wasn’t
really that fun, so I wouldn’t go back.”
Natalie Falcon (tenth grade) has also
been to SeaWorld and said, “Since I don’t remember much about it, I think I would probably go back. But it’s not one of my main priorities for my ideal vacation trip.”
Upon being told about Tilikum and other
whales at SeaWorld, however, she changed
her mind and said, “SeaWorld should probably release these animals back into the ocean.”
A similar pattern was seen with
other students when told the truth about Sea-

World. Tenth grader Jason Panay said, “I think
SeaWorld would be a really interesting and
fun experience to have, but I don’t think these
orcas should be tortured their whole lives by
being in captivity just so I can have some fun
seeing them up close.”
Granted, releasing them into the
wild might not be the ideal solution. Perhaps
seaside sanctuaries would be more appropriate. That way, these animals who no longer
have the skills required to live in the ocean
could survive without the suffering endured at
SeaWorld.
It also would keep people like Isabel Humphrey happy. She feels that SeaWorld is “fascinating because we don’t
usually see these sea creatures often, or
ever.” Sanctuaries would provide a closer
to realistic view of how they live in the
wild because their goal would be to fit the
whale’s needs, not the visitors’.
So whether you want these animals to enjoy their simple freedom, or you just want
to personally see these animals and learn
about what they’re like in their natural
habitat, you should be a part of the movement and boycott SeaWorld.

Clinton Must Go Green

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

By: THALIA MARKOWSKI
Thalia Markowski (grade seven) is a writer
for the Clinton Post and a stage manager in
the lower grades musical, 1776.
As spring brings fresh trees and
flowers after a cold winter, people are often
reminded to think about the state of our environment, and what we can do to help it. At
Clinton, our slogan is “Better all the Time”,
but can we really say we are improving if our
environmentally-friendly habits are forgotten?
Going green is an important part of sustaining
a safe and strong environment. Whether it’s
something as small as distributing information
about recycling or as big as living a zero waste
life, it all matters. In our recent middle grades
election, many candidates said a goal was to
make the school a greener place.
Annabel Sexton-Daldry was elected
Middle Grades President, and put making the
school greener a priority. She said that going
green is important and necessary at Clinton.
“Going green has always been big passion
of mine. It’s a fairly easy thing to adjust, and
if everyone [pitched in], we could become a
greener school.”
Daldry plans on offering the option
to compost and recycle around the school in
order to make Clinton more environmentally
friendly. Students should feel encouraged to
follow recycling and composting instructions
in order to make sure greener changes can really make a difference.
Ms. DaRocha, the sixth and seventh

grade science teacher, explained that her goal
for going green at Clinton is “to get people to
actually recycle, separating paper, plastic and
cans. And teaching kids to recycle.” DaRocha
added that Clinton should, “have a garden and
use those materials to create compost.”
With regard to composting, DaRocha thinks that students can help by being in
charge of the garden and compost food and
waste. She is shocked by the amount of waste
that we create. “One issue is getting the city
to make sure that the bags are collected
separately and end up in a good place,
separately.” The custodians keep everything separate, and the trucks keep
things separate, but beyond that our hard
work may be forgotten and thrown into
landfill. Students should be educated on
how materials are disposed of to help the
environment.
Cali Dutta in 706 thinks that going green is a great idea, but she doesn’t
think that we are doing well. “With all of
these things going on in our world, like
climate change, it probably is a good
idea to go green. At least start small, like
with recycling bins and stuff.”
If there was one thing to help
Clinton go green, it would be to add
compost bins because lunches don’t always get finished. They end up going to
landfills that hurt the environment. Students need to be educated on how which
bin they toss their trash in affects the environment. It doesn’t take much for an
individual to contribute, but it takes a lot
of contributions to make a change.
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Love Songs For This Valentine’s Season Top 5 Ways To Celebrate Valentine’s Day
By: JULIETTE GROSSMAN
SMISEK

We all know the feeling. February rolls along,
and stores start filling up with teddy bears,
hearts, chocolates. Everywhere you look: little reminders that you’re a loner. You might
not be spending Valentine’s Day getting all
snuggly with someone, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t enjoy it just as much anyone else!
So get out of your pit of self despair, and
follow these tips to have a great V-Day this
year!

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

By: COLETTE BERNHEIM
For me, Valentine’s Day isn’t just
about the romance two people feel for one
another. It’s also a celebration of so many
other form of love that exists among people.
A love of family. A love of friends. A love of
humanity. Just as there are endless examples
of love; so too are there endless examples of
love songs.
For as long as there has been music, there have been love songs. Today, people
often use the lyrics of songs to unravel their
meaning, but in fact, many songs without
words are written to express love. Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata,” completed in
1801, is a legendary yet lyricless masterpiece
composed as an unrequited romantic gesture
to one of his pupils, Countess Giulietta Guicciardi. Years later, we still identify this piece
of music as sweet and romantic when Schroeder plays it to impress Lucy in “You’re A
Good Man, Charlie Brown.”
Even when lyrics are present, the
music often also helps set the tone for a song
to feel romantic. Psychedelic Paul Simon-inspired artist Mac Demarco’s song “Still Together” is a perfect example. The lyrics are
clear: “It’s easy love, fits like a glove from up
above together”. The stripped down production of Mac simply singing and playing his
guitar that make the song feel intimate - as
though you’ve stumbled into a moment that
he and his love are sharing.
Expressions of love are not always
reciprocated, however, so some love songs,
like “Fall In Love” by dream pop duo Phantogram, are filled with the pain and heartache of
rejection. “Love, it wasn’t love to recognize”.
Romance aside, many artists also
convey love through personal memories and
nostalgia in their songs. Paul McCartney
of The Beatles references his mother, who
died when he was only 14, in “Let It Be”: “I
wake up to the sound of music/Mother Mary
comforts me/Speaking words of wisdom/
Let it be”. The sadder “Yesterday” illustrates
that songs of love can be uplifting but also
heart-wrenching with “Why she had to go/I
don’t know/she wouldn’t say”.
“Should Have Known Better,”
(Carrie & Lowell, 2015) an at-first melancholy love song about the disappearance
and death of indie singer-songwriter Sufjan
Stevens’s mother examines love and loss as
almost inseparable. The song begins with Stevens comparing his grief to a “black shroud”
wrapped around him and his memory of
mother leaving him and his siblings behind:
“When I was three, three maybe four/She left
us at that video store”. The lyrics “I should
have known better” are tied to his sorrow and
regret of love lost. When Stevens sings, there
is a passionate and sentimental tone to his
voice that makes the song all the more poignant and haunting. Then, as the song continues, first the music and then the lyrics become
more uplifting, illustrating that Stevens is
learning to make peace with this devastating
loss. (“Nothing can be changed/The past is
still the past/The bridge to nowhere”) Eventually, he is even able to find joy and renewed

love in his niece, who reminds him of Carrie
(“My brother had a daughter/The beauty that
she brings, illumination”). Sufjan Stevens’s
love and appreciation of his family despite
some difficult circumstances really comes
through on this track, and incredibly ends on
a hopeful note.
Sometimes, love songs are an ode
to a friend. In “My Friends” by The Head
and The Heart, the groups’ voices unite in
soft, simple harmony, with very simple lyrics.
(“And tell me friends/When I’m down/Would
you pick me up”) which illustrate the lengths
true friends go to.
“We’re Going To Be Friends”
(Get Behind Me Satan, 2005) by The White
Stripes is a song about a new friendship between the song’s narrator, Jack White, and
and perhaps his grade-school crush, Suzy Lee
at the start of the school year. (“Fall is here,
hear the yell/Back to school, ring the bell/
Brand new shoes, walking blues/Climb the
fence, books and pens/I can tell that we are
gonna be friends”) Jack sings with a sweet
and youthful tone, explaining love in simple
terms like walking to school together, bugs,
the alphabet and marking their heights on the
classroom wall.
Sometimes, a love song is intended
for a crowd. One of the many things I love
about music is how it can bring people together in times of hardship and sorrow. Music can
comfort, raise up and support, replacing fear
with love, and for years, artists have joined
one another on stage at concerts and festivals
like Woodstock (1969) and No Nukes (1979)
to sing with one voice. In 1984, Band-Aid
became the first charity “supergroup” recording “Do They Know It’s Christmas,” to
raise money for famine-stricken Ethiopia. A
year later, Michael Jackson and Lionel Richie
wrote “We Are The World,” performed and
recorded by United Support of Artists (USA)
for Africa - the first “supergroup” in the US.
Produced and led by Quincy Jones, about 45
performers raised their voices to support the
cause. 25 years later, a terrible and fatal earthquake hit Haiti, and artists such as Janet Jackson and Adam Levine lent their vocals to a
remastered version of the song. Both versions
of the song helped spread awareness of what
had happened, as well as raised much needed
financial support.
Last year, alternative pop-rock
band The 1975 released “Loving Someone,”
where lead singer Matty Healy challenges relationship stereotypes with lyric and rap (“My
heart’s telling the telly isn’t telling everything
I need but it needs to keep you selling me…
It’s better if we keep them perplexed... It’s
better if we make them want the opposite
sex”) - a message that became an anthem of
sorts following the unthinkable LGBTQ+ Orlando tragedy.
Out on tour, Healy began to speak
about the importance of acceptance and
equality for all before performing “Loving
Someone,” exposing an even larger group of
listeners to the important message of the song.
(“We’re all human, we’re just like you man...
we shouldn’t have people afloat”).

1. Food
Yep. The obvious way to get over feeling
lonely is to fill up your empty heart with
delicious treats. Cookies, pizza, Nutella,
chocolate, ice cream and french fries are all
a great start, but pretty much any junk food
will work! Don’t count calories, just enjoy
the holiday!
2. Spend time with family!
The day of love doesn’t have to be about the

kind of love you don’t have. Instead, take
time to share the love with your family! You
can make some cards for everyone in your
family, and try to spend time out of your
room/off of your phone with them.
3. Watch a movie.
No junk food binge is complete without a
movie. There are plenty of things to watch
during V-Day. Of course, romance is the
most appropriate genre. From Titanic to The
Proposal, the possibilities are endless.
4. Spend time with friends!
You’re bound to have a friend in the same position as you, who would more than willing
to accompany you to a movie, or share a tub
of cookie dough with you!
5. Listen to music.
There are plenty of sad (or uplifting) love
songs you can put on repeat on Valentine’s
Day! From Taylor Swift to Justin Bieber, basically every artist has their share of music
that will definitely fit your V-Day mood.

The Clinton Cookbook!
BY: OLIVIA DARTLEY
Red Velvet Cookie Cakes

These ice cream cakes are the perfect
treat. They’re tasty, light and sweet!
(Original Recipe at
instructables.com)
Ingredients:
2 cups of all purpose flour
2 tbsp cocoa powder
1/2 tsp. baking powder
1/4 tsp. salt
8 tbsp. butter
1 cup packed brown sugar
1/2 buttermilk
1 egg
2 tsp. vanilla
red food coloring
8 0z cream cheese
5 tbsp. butter
2 1/2 tbsp. vanilla
2 1/2 cups powdered sugar
How To Make:
Preheat the oven to 375 degrees.
In a medium bowl, whisk together dry
ingredients: flour, cocoa powder, baking
powder, and salt.
In a separate, larger bowl, cream together
the butter and brown sugar with an electric mixer until light and fluffy.
In the larger bowl, beat in the eggs and
vanilla.
Place the electric mixer on low, add 1/3 of
the dry mixture and beat, then add half the
buttermilk and blend (then repeat adding
a little of each component, back and forth,
until all mixed).
Add the red food coloring into the batter
until it turns the desired color.
Put the cookie dough on the parchment
paper.
Bake for 7 - 9 minutes. They may not look
done, but will continue to cook once they
are out of the oven.
Let the cookies cool for 10 minutes and
then transfer them to a plate.
In a separate bowl, beat the cream cheese
and butter until smooth.
Next, add the vanilla.
Lastly, incorporate the powdered sugar
into the mixture in small amounts at a
time.
Spread a spoonful of frosting onto each
cookie.
Gently press two cookie sides together to
create one cookie.
Repeat until finished. You’re done!

crazy4crust.com & allrecipes.com

Vanilla Cream Marshmallow Bars

A sweet treat, these rich marshmallow
bars are filling - and delicious! Enjoy with
a glass of milk or hot chocolate. (Original
Recipe found at allrecipes.com)
Ingredients
3 tablespoons butter
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
4 cups miniature marshmallows
4 cups crisp rice cereal
How To Make
Coat a 9 x 13 with spray oil or butter.
In a large saucepan, melt the butter over
low heat. Add the vanilla.
Melt the marshmallows into the mixture,
stirring. Add the cereal when the marshmallows have melted. Stir until the cereal
is coated.
Quickly pour into the prepared pan; use a
sheet of waxed paper to press the mixture
down flat and evenly into the pan.
Let the treats set for 2 - 3 hours. Cut into
squares.
Enjoy!
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Valentine’s Day During Midterms - Mina Collado

Dear Dewie
Advice Column

Dear Dewie,

I didn’t eat breakfast this morning and
then forgot about lunch! Then, in my
afternoon classes, my stomach started
growling really loudly and I think someone heard it! I know it isn’t a big deal,
but I could’ve of sworn they heard it and
it’s so embarrassing! I can’t even speak in
that class anymore because I’m so humiliated. This may seem like a small thing,
but all I can think of is my loud, embarrassing stomach. Is there a way I can find
out they heard my stomach? Then I’ll
know if I can go back to acting normal
if it wasn’t heard, but if it was then I’ll
just never talk to that person again. That
works out fine, right?
Sincerely,
Must-eat-food
Dear Must-eat-food,
That person has probably long forgotten
about that! You should forget about it
too. It was a small thing; I doubt anyone would judge you for it. Just try to
remember to eat something! It’s not
healthy to go the entire day without food.
Also, don’t ask the person if they heard
your stomach growl. That will only make
it more embarrassing for you. Hope this
helps!
Your Pal,
Dewie

Valentine’s Word Search-Olivia Dartley Jokes and Riddles - Kano Mosher
- Awesome
- Fourteen

- Pink
- School

- Sweet
- Valentine

Q: The more you take the more you leave behind. What am I?
Q: The man who built it doesn’t want it.
The man who bought it doesn’t need it.
The man who uses it doesn’t know it. What am I?
Q: What holds two people together, but touches only one?
Q: I do not exist,
Though I have a body,
I follow you everywhere,
It’s my hobby.
What am I?
Q: Red railroad crossings run.
How do you say that with no R’s?
ANSWERS:
Footsteps
A coffin
A wedding ring
A shadow
T-H-A-T

The Infamous Elevator - Brynne Janowski The
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Broken Pencil During Class

By Jake Yacker

